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The tenth Theoretical Roman Archaeology Conferen ce (TRAC 2000) was held on
the 6th- 7th April 2000, at the Insti tute of Archaeology, UCL, and attracted a diverse
range of participants. A welcome addition to the conference was a sizeable contingent
of stu dents and colleagues from the Low Countries, who helped to disp el the pall of
insularity that has often characterised TRAC. It is to be hop ed that th is broader
European dimension may be sustained in coming years.
In a rela tively slim volum e of pro ceedings such as this it is im possi ble to reprodu ce
a faithfully definitive digest of the arguments advanced in the course of the co nference,
but we tru st that th e reader will find the papers presented here to be an interes ting and
representative sample. It is our hop e that this publication will convey som e sense of
how rewarding it can be to employ theoretically-informed approaches to inves tigate
the rich database that is the Rom an world a nd that by introducing some of this
potential via the papers within , we can foster the enthusiasm that will be required to
keep TRAC on course into its second decade an d beyond.
As the conference was div ided into five sepa rate sessions with the addition of
an informal evening debate (see below) , the same basic structure has been followed
for the presentation of the papers . Whereas each of th e thematic sessions has been
represented in the following pages, the vicissitudes of the 'article formation process'
have precluded any idea of ascribing equal prominence to the separa te component
elements. However , this comparative imbalance between sessions should not be taken
to imply a ny judgement as to the respec tive merits of the actual themes and their
participants.
In the opening session ,Representing the Romans, the speakers explored the methodology (and the resul t ing consequences) of portraying the Romans to the wider world.
Hunter and Clarke's paper outlines the challenge of designing appropriate gallery
displays for the new National i'd useum of Scotland , where the limitations of strict
chronology were abandoned in favour of a broader themat.ic t.reatment. Grew's discussion of the various explanations advanced to acco unt for the development of Roman
Lon don is sim ilarly sensitive to a shift in perspective, and he argues that the interpretation (and presenta tion) of the ava ila ble evidence will always be co nditioned by
the latent biases of the time.
The imp ortance of recognising the impac t of di screpant perspectives in shaping our
reading of historical events was a theme that crossed session boundaries as Fincham 's
pa per for The Roman Army in Context demonstr ates. To illustrate his discussion of
the role of 'suasion' (the threat of overwhelming military intervention by the imperial power) in colonia l negotiations, the a uthor employs the a nalogy of 19th century
European adventurism in Africa, suggest ing that the parallelism in treatment can be
traced to those universal fears of isolati on and vulnerability endured by the agents of
colonial power throu ghout history.
The identification of inherent bias in our li terary source material is also relevant
to Gardner 's contribu tion in which the problems of establishing identity (whe ther of
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an ethnic, class, gender or occupational nature) within the later Roman army are
addressed. In Baker's paper, the qu estion of identity is again raised, this time in
relation to the practice of medicine within different units of the Roman army.
An indication of the ex tent to which Roman army studies have been undertheorised in the past is provided by Dav ies, whose discuss ion of the connotative aspects of one particular class of field monument (the siege work) opens the poss ibility
of pursuing explanations for other types of army-built str ucture tha.t transcen d the
simply function al.
T he general session, unsurprisingly, encompassed a wide ra.nge of subj ects . Aldhouse Green 's paper (which must win the award for the most int riguingly en titled
contribution!) presents an important discussion of the na ture of human / stag hybrids in Iron Age and Gallo-Roman iconography and posits t he continuation of traditional concepts of Iiminality and states of transi tion between human and spiri t worlds .
Haw kes' presents a n analysis of the differential foodways (the processes of preparing
and serving meals) encountered in Roman Britain. This research also offers the possibili ty of obtaining an insight into continuity between Iron Age and Roman pract ices
as well as allowing an assessment of the degree to whi ch 'Roman ' materi a l culture
may have penetrated (and have been assimila ted by) the wider community on a very
basic level.
A related qu estion concerning the extent to which a rchaeology can exp lore the
identity and stat us of the Rom ano- British population through artefact assemblages,
form ed t.he leitmotif for the fourth of our structured sessions, The Id entities of
Romano-British Artefacts. Of the two of the contributions reprodu ced here, Spradley's
paper form s a cri de coeur on behalf of t.hose beleaguered find s specialists who feel
undervalued and margina lized in the new archaeological order. Carr considers the
[ole of body deco ration and grooming mediated via their manifestation in the artefactual record , to argue that individ uals in different areas of south eastern Roman
Brita in 'made different cultural choices from the same repertoire of material culture
to structure their ethni c identities, whet her t ribal , local or individu a l'.
The fin al set of papers focused on Constructing Chtldhood in the R oman Wor-ld
and reconsid ered some long-standing truism s regarding the status and treatment of
children in the Rom an context . P earce's paper fe-examines th e eviden ce for the
contention that the increase in the incidence of infant burial in late Roman cemeteries
compared to the numbers found in previous centuries represents a concept.ual sh ift.
His research would, however, seem to indicate that ascribing this to Christianity is far
too simplistic a proposition. Scott examin es the prob lem of the putative deliberate
infa nticide of unwanted femal e and disabled offs pring, a nd shows that these ideas
are too simplistic, with infanticide being a culturally specific phenomenon. Finally,
Gowland's pa per draws at tention to how the general under-representation of chi ld ren
in Roman cemeteries has resulted in a failur e to adopt a.ny systema tic inves tigation of
the social identit.y of deceased infa nts in comparison to the commonplace exam inations
of other fun erary contexts .
An important element in the programme for TRAC 2000 was an informal deb ate
held at the end of the first day. This was partly intended as a follow-up to a much
larger debate a t the Roman A[chaeology Conference, 1999, held in Durha m, in the
hope that a less intimidating environ ment would allow a broader spec t.rum of peop le to
express their views . The tenth a nniversary of TRAC seemed an a ppropri at e point at
which to [efl ect upon the past , present and future of the conference. The entire session ,
which was opened by Eleanor Scott and Ray La urence, was recorded . Although it
has not proved possible or appropriat.e to pub lish the recording, a summary of this
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useful discussion is offered here. Several themes were flagged up by El eanor and Ray.
Both stressed the need for TRAC to retain - or perhaps develop - a more radical,
cut t in g edge stan ce which would continue to challenge and confront the mainstream
in Roman archaeology, in the spirit of the first conference which Eleanor organised.
Both also drew attention to the dominan ce of postgradu a te student speakers at recent
TRACs , and while a cknowledging the importance of this as part of the r6le of the
conference , argued that it must always remain open to other voices wi thin Roman
archaeology. Critical importance was a ttached to TRAC reaching out, not only to
' main stream ' Rom a nists but also to oth er archaeologi sts of all persuasions.
Indeed, the theme of ghettoisation formed a key pa rt of the subsequent debate ,
and it provides a useful way of stru cturing this summ a ry. Ray in pa rt.icula r linked
the inability of Roma n archaeologi sts to develop - a nd communicate - innovative
approaches to their ma terial to the air of gloom ha nging over the field in terms of
academic jobs. While it can be argu ed that the faul t in this lies on both sides -- as one speaker pointed out, Romanists are often dismissed by those working in other
areas - there is no doubt that the kinds of things talked about at TRAC need to
be made relevant and available to the wider discipline of a rchaeology. A need for
contributions to be made to conferences such as TAG was voiced , not simpl y in the
form of 'Roman ' sess ions, but within cross-disciplinary themes. In a. broader sense,
given that one of the sessions at TRAC 2000 dealt with R epresenting the Romans,
the issue of communicating whatever it is that makes TRAC exciting to us to a wider
publi c was addressed. Various ways of 'reaching out' were raised, including adult
education , schools talks and engagement with the media, a lt hough it was pointed out
tha.t these were things to be tackled by individuals rather tha n TRAC as a whol e.
The focus on problems facing Roma nists in the academi c job-market prompted an
importa nt strand of the deba te on the representation and participation of other profess ion a ls - field-workers, finds specia lists, museums staff and others - a t TRAC.
Although a decline in the teaching of Roman archaeology in universities would , it
was arg ued by one sp eaker, have serious consequences for a ll professional study of the
subj ec t, there was clearly agreement th a t TRAC should be a forum in which professional boundaries could and should be crossed. In spite of some practical obst acles to
this - such as confli cts between the avail ability constraints of different groups and
of facili ties - it was agreed that futur e TRAC committees should make every effort
to keep a mailing list going that included fi eld units, museum s and other professional
bodi es as well as universities .
The third 'ghettoisation ' issue , which emerged from this discussion , was the somewhat parochial nature of most TRACs: they a re domin ated by British speakers, often
discussing Romano-British archaeology, and are always held in British universities.
The poss ibility of the conference movin g elsewhere was raised, but again prac tical
probl ems for British post graduates and professionals in being able to reach such an
event were pointed out. It was resolved to ma ke sure that if money were needed to
bring speakers to Britain , then appropria te applications would be made to the Roma n
Society.
Th e other major iss ue a t the deba te, on which a vote was held, was whether
to continue the practice of twinning TRAC with the bienni al Roman Archaeology
Conferen ce. There was some disagreement on whether this arrangement had bee n
wholly successful, although as E leanor pointed out at the st art of the session, a
convergence of interests could be detected in the agendas of the two conferences indicating th at TRAC had succeeded in influ encing the more ' ma instream ' pa rtner.
There was some concern , however, that this situ ation might leave TRAC with nowhere
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to go, and might also be related to the increased postgraduate dominance of the latter,
making it a kind of 'junior' RAC. Nonetheless, the positive benefits of twinning
- promoting cross-fertilization and giving TRAC speakers a wider audience among
them - were sufficient to carry the vote in favour of persisting with the current
arrangement. In general, the tone of the debate was very positive abo ut TRAC
and its value as an open discussion forum. The first decade of the conference must
therefore be seen as a success, but if this success is to continue, all of those involved
with the conferenc e must push harder on two fronts. First, TRAC should continuall y
stretch the parameters of theoretical Roman archaeology, moving , as Ray discussed in
his opening presentation , away from tired debates like 'Romanisation' and exploiting
the extremely rich veins of data and of social theory which are available to us. Second ,
the conference must strive to avoid those ghettos into which it is vulnerable to being
led , crossing boundaries of discipline or sub-discipline, profession, and nationality.
If these goals are actively and enthusiastically pursued, TRAC can look forward to
increasing success in its next ten years.
The conference would not have taken place without the help we received, both
financial and practical. We would like to thank the Society for the Promotion of
Roman Studies, and the Complex Societies, and Social and Cultural Dynamics Research Groups (both of the Institute of Archaeology, DCL) for their sponsorship. The
organisation of the conference was made possible by the help and good will of the
staff of the Institute , including Jo Dullaghan, Susan Brackstone, Barbara Brown ,
Judy Medrington and Steve Townend; Stuart Laid law kindly recorded the debate for
us and put on a display of photographs; Ash Rennie helped with the web site and
TRAC email; and the registration and coffee was manned by students of the Inst itute
including Andrew Banyasz, Jonjo Corbett, Andrew Mayfield, Catherine Rayne and
Helen \Voodhouse. We would like to thank in particular Professor John Wilkes who
helped with the conference organisation and gave the opening address. A number of
people were press-ganged into organising, chairing, or being discussants at the sessions , and we would like to thank them, especially Ray Laurence and Eleanor Scott
who agreed to speak at the debate. Lastly, we would like to thank those who agreed to
referee the papers for this volume , a.nd Da.vid Brown of Oxbow Books for continuing
to publish the conference proceed ings.

